Exit HESI review plan for Student

This text is organized using the blue print of the NCLEX-RN – page 4 of the Exit HESI individual report gives you the scores of these areas.
   Review every areas with a score <850. in the above text

   This text is organized according to disease process with drugs for that system at the end of the each chapter. Look at page 5 & 6 and review content where you scores <850.

Use MedPub – Learning Systems – completing the following all that you have not done -
   Mental Health 2&3 and final, Gerontology Final, Health 1 -3 and final, Management1, 2 and final, Pharmacology 1 – 4 and final, Safety 1 & 2 and final, Women’s Health2 and final, Communication final, Disaster Planning final, Dermatology, Hematology, Sensory, Med/Surg final, Safety, Pharmacology 1 – 4 and final,

Management – part 1 and 2

Complete all of Nurseologic

Also review material that Evolve makes available to you. This is content of the questions that you missed.

You have MedPub available until 12/31